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in historical times ...in historical times ...

• there have already been “Grids”. One  used to call them 
“fisher nets”

Und auch damals wurden schon 
sinnvolle Sachen damit 
gemacht ... 

and one could do quite useful 
things with them 
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Gesellschaft für Gesellschaft für 
Schwerionenforschung mbH (GSI)Schwerionenforschung mbH (GSI)

employs about 1000 people



GSI – research interestGSI – research interest

 The main focus of the GSI research program is 
the basic investigation of the field of nuclear 
physics and atomic physics. In parallel, 
application-oriented research activities in 
materials research, plasma physics, 
biophysics and nuclear medicine were 
developed. To supply state-of-the-art 
facilities for science, the accelerator facilities 
and the experiment facilities are permanently 
being enhanced and improved. 



GSI – heavy ion researchGSI – heavy ion research

One of the key tasks of the researchers at GSI is to attempt to create previously 
unknown elements in the laboratory. For the creation of a new element, 
scientists use two elements existing on Earth of which the atomic nuclei added 
together have as many protons as the new element. They try to fuse the nuclei 
of the two elements together in order to create a new atomic nucleus much 
larger and heavier than the two original nuclei. 

In the course of such experiments, scientists at GSI were able to discover six new 
chemical elements with the atomic numbers 107 to 112. GSI has already given 
names to the elements 107 to 112.

Elements made at GSI
Atomic number Name Symbol Generation Half-life of the longest-living Isotope *

107 Bohrium Bh February 24, 1981 17 s
108 Hassium Hs March 14, 1984 14 s
109 Meitnerium Mt August 29, 1982 42 ms
110 Darmstadtium Ds November 9, 1994 56 ms
111 Roentgenium Rg December 8, 1994 6.4 ms
112 Copernicium Cn February 9, 1996 0.6 ms



GSI – cancer therapyGSI – cancer therapy

The treatment with heavy ions is a very precise method, 
highly effective and with little side effects. The advantage 
is, that the energy of the ion beam can be directed mainly 
on the tumor without doing damage to surrounding tissue. 
In test treatments at GSI more than 400 patients with 
cancers in the head and neck area were treated with great 
success. The healing chances are, depending on the 
tumor, 75 to 90 percent. The therapy is additionally 
painless for the patient.

In Heidelberg a centre for the treatment of a large number of 
patients has been built (HIT = Heidelberg Ion therapy)



FAIRFAIR

Injector

– FAIR will use GSI 
as an injector

SIS 100 / 300

– Two large 
synchrotrons will 
accelerate the ions 
further

Rare isotope beams

– Will come from 
production target

Storage rings

– Serve the 
experiments in 
parallel 



FAIR – what is it all about ?FAIR – what is it all about ?

 The proposal for "An International Accelerator Facility for Beams 
of Ions and Antiprotons" is based on intense discussions with 
the users of GSI, in particular from universities, and with the 
international communities involved in the various areas of 
research addressed. Various national and international 
committees have assessed the GSI plans for a future facility, 
amongst others the "Wissenschaftsrat" (the highest-ranking 
Science Advisory Board of the German Government). The 
proposal received very positive evaluations and strong support 
by all these boards. In February 2003, the German Federal 
Government gave green light to the GSI plans. The German 
Government has committed to 75% of of the cost of 
construction, the remaining 25% are to be contributed by 
European/international partners. The new facility FAIR (Facility 
for Antiproton and Ion Research) shall be organised as a 
European/international research centre.



FAIR will be located in Darmstadt, Germany, FAIR will be located in Darmstadt, Germany, 
adjacent to the existing GSI facilityadjacent to the existing GSI facility

Geography

Darmstadt lies in the German
province called "State of Hesse"
and is located near Frankfurt –
just 20 minutes from the airport

GSI is the German heavy ion
research centre operated by the
Federation and the State of Hesse
under the umbrella of Helmholtz.
Budget: roughly 70M€ / year



On 07 Nov 2007 the "start version" of FAIR was On 07 Nov 2007 the "start version" of FAIR was 
initiated by signing a Communique initiated by signing a Communique 

International governance and management

1400 international participants attended the FAIR Start Event and
500 international scientists participated at the symposium

on the Physics at FAIR.



FAIR comprises several fields of research – and FAIR comprises several fields of research – and 
communitiescommunities

Heavy ion physics
► CBM
Hadron physics
► PANDA
► PAX
► ASSIA
Nuclear structure and astrophysics 
(NUSTAR)
► Super-FRS
► HISPEC / DESPEC
► MATS
► LASPEC
► R3B
► ILIMA
► AIC

► ELISe
► EXL

Atomic physics
► SPARC
► FLAIR
Plasma physics and applied physics
► HEDgeHOB
► WDM
► BIOMAT

Each collaboration may 
involve a few dozen or a few 

hundred scientists. Some 
experiment set-ups are small, 

others will cost ca. one 
hundred million euros.

Sociology



PANDA will study the strong interaction via proton PANDA will study the strong interaction via proton 
antiproton collisions antiproton collisions 

Hadron physics
► Collisions of protons with anti-

protons provide an excellent 
"microscope" for studying the 
strong interaction

► The strong interaction predicts a 
number of so far undiscovered 
particles which will be quested by 
the PANDA experiment

► PANDA will measure masses and 
lifetimes of these and other 
particles consisting of strange 
and charm quarks with 
unprecedented precision and, 
moreover, allow for the search for 
even more exotic states of strong 
interaction, the glue balls

The FAIR experiments: PANDA – antiProton ANnihilation at DArmstadt 



CBM will look into nuclear matter under extreme CBM will look into nuclear matter under extreme 
conditionsconditions

Heavy ion physics
► The fundamental constituents of the 

strong interaction, quarks and 
gluons, always come in "confined" 
configurations

► But when temperatures rise and 
particle densities increase 
confinement can be overcome and a 
new state of matter arises: the quark 
gluon plasma (QGP)

► CBM will look at the phase transition 
between ordinary hadronic matter 
and the QGP in baryon density 
domains higher than those to be 
achieved by LHC

► Relativistic heavy-ion collisions 
represent the only "laboratory" 
access to this unique matter phase

The FAIR experiments: CBM – compressed baryonic matter

In the region of highest net baryon densities 
and moderate temperatures the QCD phase 
diagram is only little explored 



NUSTAR will use rare isotope beams to study the NUSTAR will use rare isotope beams to study the 
nuclear strucure nuclear strucure 

Nuclear structure and astrophysics
► The atomic nucleus is a 

manifestation of the strong 
interaction. 

► But also the other basic 
interactions, the weak, the 
electromagnetic interaction and 
gravitation (in neutron stars), 
are present in nuclei. 

► That makes the nucleus a 
unique physics "laboratory". 

The FAIR experiments: NUSTAR – NUclear STructure, Astrophysics and Reactions



FAIR will also study "classical" plasmas, combin-FAIR will also study "classical" plasmas, combin-
ing a petawatt laser with bunched ion beamsing a petawatt laser with bunched ion beams
Plasma physics
► FAIR beam pulses will enable the 

creation of large volumes of 
plasmas

► Beams can be specially shaped to 
optimise the heating and 
compressing of samples

► Energy densities similar to those 
found in stars and giant planets

► Further benefit from PHELIX laser 
which can intersect the ion beam

► Hot and dense plasmas

The FAIR experiments: Plasma physics

highly bunched beams
from SIS 18

highly bunched beams
from SIS 100

petawatt-
laser
PHELIX

petawatt-
laser PHELIX

Synchronization of 
Synchrotron and Laser to a 
few ns



FAIR experiments - otherFAIR experiments - other

 various smaller experiments ...
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LHC / ALICE

Automatic data collection
Data = O(1 PByte = 1015 Byte)

Alice: 109 files / year, 1 file <= 2 GByte
Distributed Storage

But: trivial to run in parallel !

BaBar

ALICE
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Europe: 267 Institutes, 4603 Users
Other:    208 Institutes, 1632 Users 

Over 6000 LHC Scientists world wide



So we have at LHC (and GSI/FAIR):
10 times 1015 bytes per year, that need to be stored, accessed 
and analysed (and that's just a fraction of the data that is 
actially being produced by the detector ...)

Experiment lifetimes of 25+ years

6000 physicists that want to have transparent access to all 
the data transparently, regardless of physical location.

Help ... Help ... 
*)*)
*) ... but don't worry. We are physicists, we can do this !

Widely accepted solution:

The GridThe Grid
(and Cloud...)(and Cloud...)



CERN

Tier2

Lab a
Uni a

Lab c

Uni n

Lab m

Lab b

GSIUni y

Uni x

Physik
Institute

α

β

γ
Desktop Deutschland

GridKa

Tier 1

USA
FermiLab

GB

Frankreich

Italien

NL

USA
Brookhaven

……….

The Grid as a virtual and distributed The Grid as a virtual and distributed 
computing centre for LHCcomputing centre for LHC



Multi-Tier hierarchical modelMulti-Tier hierarchical model

 Tier0
● raw data storage (large capacity); first calibration; reconstruction

 Tier1
● further calibrations; reconstruction; scheduled analysis; Monte-

Carlo data generation; data distribution; large storage capacity 
with tape backend

● “national” or “supranational”
 Tier2 and “lower”

● balance of simulation and chaotic analysis 
• as important in computing power as Tier1’s

● “national” or “intranational”
● Tier3 (“institutional”); Tier4 (end-user workstations)
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ALICE computing modelALICE computing model



Building AliEnBuilding AliEn





GSI

FAIR

ALICE T2

Time

In
v
e
st

ALICE Tier 2 at GSI 

GSI



GSI Grid Cluster – present statusGSI Grid Cluster – present status

vobox

LCG 
WMS/CE

GSI batchfarm
:  

ALICE cluster (330 

nodes/2400 cores for 

batch: 20 nodes for 

GSIAF)

Directly attached disk 

storage (112 TB)

for testing purpose

300 TB 

ALICE::GSI::SE
::xrootd

PROOF/

Batch

Grid

CERN

Grid
Ka

1 Gbps

GSI

CE

G
ri

d

Lustre Cluster:

      1 PB



GSI T2 – network topologyGSI T2 – network topology



GSI storage – current statusGSI storage – current status

 Grid Storage Element, globally accessible
– ALICE::GSI:SE::xrootd 
– 300 TB disk on fileserver (5.5 TB or 15 TB each)
– 3U 15*500 GB disks RAID 5/6

 local Storage:
– 1  PB configured as Lustre Cluster

 NFS:
– mainly as software server

 local disk space:
– for testing purpose 

  



PROOF: Parallel Analysis of Event Data

root

Remote PROOF Cluster

proof

proof

proof

TNetFile

TFile

Local PC

$ root

ana.C
stdout/obj

node1

node2

node3

node4

$ root

root [0] tree.Process(“ana.C”)

$ root

root [0] tree.Process(“ana.C”)

root [1] gROOT->Proof(“remote”)

$ root

root [0] tree.Process(“ana.C”)

root [1] gROOT->Proof(“remote”)

root [2] dset->Process(“ana.C”)

ana.C

proof

proof = slave server

proof

proof = master server

#proof.conf
slave node1
slave node2
slave node3
slave node4

*.root

*.root

*.root

*.root

TFile

TFile



Farm monitoring via MonaLisaFarm monitoring via MonaLisa



ALICE jobs computed last yearALICE jobs computed last year

GSI: > 160000 jobs. 

3 % of ALICE



Plans for the Alice Tier 2&3 at GSI: ramp up

(fixed via WLCG MoU)
+ 1/3 for the tier 3

last but not 
least ALICE T2 
exercises are 
serving as test 
case for FAIR 
T0/T1 centre



LHC Computing - Prototype for FAIRLHC Computing - Prototype for FAIR

GSI IT is engaged in LHC Computing since 2001
● Part of WLCG (ALICE-Tier-2) is located at GSI
● GSI is developing software and operating procedures for LHC
● Actively taking part in LHC boards and committees, e.g.

WLCG Computing Resource Review Board
GridKa: Technical Advisory Board and Overview Board
…

Comparison of data rates and duty cycles give same orders 
of magnitude in terms of

● Computing Power
● Online and Archive storage

http://pcalimonitor.cern.ch:8889/
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FAIR Computing – What to expectFAIR Computing – What to expect

For 2014 a current guess gives the following estimate for 
computing resources

 CPU: 100 MSI2k
 Online: 33 PByte
 Archive: 33 PByte

The complexity will be manageable (few thousand boxes), but 
funding is somewhat unclear

 Know How is well established at GSI
 For sheer resources, some kind of buy in should be expected

cooperation with collaborators or computing centers
get resources on the “spot market”

 Prepare for flexibility by deploying GRID technologies



Jürgen Knobloch/CERN        

1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008

LHC approved

ATLAS & CMS
 approved

ALICE
approved

LHCb 
approved

“Hoffmann”
Review

7x107 MIPS
1,900 TB disk

ATLAS (or CMS) requirements for first year at 
design luminosity

ATLAS&CMS
CTP

107 MIPS
100 TB disk

LHC start

Computing
TDRs

55x107 MIPS
70,000 TB disk

(140 MSi2K)

Timeline LHC ComputingTimeline LHC Computing



   Interfaces

(s)

BMBF project
PHP08/01:
Philippine
research
institutions join
PandaGrid



Last but not least ...
synergy effects

ROOT ROOT

Nustar ?

Nustar ?
FAIR software tightly

coupled to ALICE
software and lots of

ongoing developments
will happen in close 

collaboration with
ALICE (see FAIR – ALICE

workshop 2008)
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developed in close collaboration between Panda, CBM, ALICE, the CERN 
ROOT team, and GSI IT 



How does How does FairRoot FairRoot help the user?help the user?

Analysis chain:

loop over events

      loop over raw data

      loop over hits

      loop over tracks

detector
geometry

detector
parameters

magnetic
field

event
display

same 
geometry
simulation

File IO

Revision
system

build and 
test

system



FairRootFairRoot Features Features

• No Executable:  (use Root and RootCint)
– Compiled Tasks for reconstruction, analysis, etc.
– Root macros for steering  simulation or reconstruction 
– Root macros for configurations (G3, G4, Fluka and Analysis)

• VMC: Different simulation models (Geant3, Geant4, Fluka) 
with the same user code  

• VGM: Different navigation models for physics simulation
– Geant3 physics simulation with native navigation
– Geant3 physics simulation with Root navigation 

• Framework for simulation, reconstruction and analysis
– Reconstruction can be done directly with simulation or as a 

separate step 
– Data output after each step possible
– Dynamic Event structure based on ROOT tree





synergy – do common tasks oncesynergy – do common tasks once

• Especially in the area of software engineering, continously 
 available resources are crucial
– a mid and long termin continuity is necessary for tasks like

• maintenance and improvement of build environment
• quality assuarance

• examples of successful synergy effects
– CMAKE as modern build environment 

• now also used by ROOT and AliRoot
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Existing sitesExisting sites

Ateneo/Manila



AliEn PackMan: FairRoot on the GridAliEn PackMan: FairRoot on the Grid



DC statisticsDC statistics



contineous improvements in workshopscontineous improvements in workshops
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CBM Grid Structure CBM Grid Structure 
(work started 2008)(work started 2008)

GSI

Oracle DB ?



CBMGrid central servicesCBMGrid central services

existing sites:
GSI, Dubna, ...
upcoming sites: Aman, Calcutta, NIHAM, ...



CBMGrid InstallationCBMGrid Installation

downloading via
alien-installer
recompiling
everything for
Debian Etch64
configuration
following the
InstallationGuide.
Result: due to the
friendly help of
AliEn developers
everything was
installed in close to
1 hour.
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FAIRRoot and FAIRGridFAIRRoot and FAIRGrid

 FAIRRoot: 
● started as new implementation following the design of AliRoot
● now heavily used by Panda/CBM and more experiments to come
● many ideas from FAIRRoot go back to ALICE and CERN

 FAIRGrid
● PandaGrid, in production since 2003, now heavily in use on 

many sites over the Globe. The first production ready component 
of Panda

● CBMGrid, work started recently, but fast evolving, profiting from 
the experiences gained in ALICE and Panda

 a very successful joined venture due to the close 
collaboration of the FAIRRoot and FAIR Grid team at GSI.



summary and outview                  summary and outview                  

 Grid technology can be used to add computing 
resources to the FAIR infrastructure from various 
sources

 the Grid will keep growing in quality, size, and users
 new sites are about to enter 
 more FAIR experiments will join the project (CBM 

already joined the game), Nustar expressed interest !



FAIR has started - Start FAIR ComputingFAIR has started - Start FAIR Computing

FAIR is not some vague idea in the far future
There are people, buildings, work done – IT is used right now

Common efforts in software development are taking place
Sharing of resources and know how has lead to advantages for all 

participants

GSI is running a simulation and analysis facility
Collected experience is available – use it
New technologies are evaluated and implemented in advance

Involvement in the whole process of LHC computing
Benefit from the lessons learned, technically and organisationally

Formulate the mission and go the whole hog


